Assessment of sedation-analgesia by means of Poincaré analysis of the electroencephalogram.
Monitoring the levels of sedation-analgesia may be helpful for managing patient stress on minimally invasive medical procedures. Monitors based on EEG analysis and designed to assess general anesthesia cannot distinguish reliably between a light and deep sedation. In this work, the Poincaré plot is used as a nonlinear technique applied to EEG signals in order to characterize the levels of sedation-analgesia, according to observed categorical responses that were evaluated by means of Ramsay Sedation Scale (RSS). To study the effect of high frequencies due to EMG activity, three different frequency ranges (FR1=0.5-110 Hz, FR2=0.5-30 Hz and FR3=30-110 Hz) were considered. Indexes from power spectral analysis and plasma concentration of propofol and remifentanil were also compared with the bispectral index BIS. An adaptive Neurofuzzy Inference System was applied to model the interaction of the best indexes with respect to RSS score for each analysis, and leave-one-out cross validation method was used. The ability of the indexes to describe the level of sedation-analgesia, according with the RSS score, was evaluated using the prediction probability (Pk). The results showed that the ratio SD1/SD2FR3 contains useful information about the sedation level, and SD1FR2 and SD2FR2 had the best performance classifying response to noxious stimuli. Models including parameters from Poincaré plot emerge as a good estimator of sedation-analgesia levels.